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MRS JANE ALLEN
Hello I’m Jane, and I’ve been
involved in the Cat Fancy since 1977
when I bought my first Persian kitten
Nineveh Snow Lollipop from the
indomitable Eileen Durbin!! It was down
to her that I entered the cat fancy and
here I am today.
I have been breeding Persians and
Exotics under the Zendique prefix since
1983.
I entered the ranks of judges in 1992 and
I judge in sections 1,2,3,5 and 6.

MRS JANET ASHMAN
In 1967 I acquired my first Persian cats, a Black and a Red
Self. The pair cost 10 guineas at the time and their breeder,
now deceased, became a dear and close friend. She
persuaded me to show them as neuters, and I thus became
hooked.
During the 1970s, hoping to be a judge eventually, I stewarded
for judges such as Mrs. Joan Thompson, Mrs. Frankie
Paddon, Mrs. Stella Knight, and Mr. Wickham-Ruffle who were
the doyens of the day. I became a PJ of Blue Cream Persians
then Cream Persians, as in those days it was one colour at a
time!
I am very sad about the way numbers have declined on the show bench these past few years,
particularly as regards the Persian Section. Before Covid-19 wrecked our lives this was noticeable
but the so-called pandemic was the last nail in the coffin it seems. As a matter of interest, I went up
into my roof space where I have some old show catalogues and picked one at random:Southern Counties - 24th January, 1981. 14 Blue Adult Males & 17 Blue Adult Females were entered!
Other Persian Classes were similarly supported. Grand Classes totalled 19 Males and 18 Females! (I
see I entered a blue female kitten, she wasn't placed, but there were 14 in the class!) How times have
changed …… 
I said an anguished goodbye to six elderly Persians in recent years, and it was unthinkable to be
without one, so a Cream, a Blue, and a Blue Cream Colourpoint Persian, have now joined me.

MRS DIANE BROWN
The love affair began when I was 10, then I owned
my first Siamese. I began breeding in 1983 under
the prefix Firousi, and I have bred many titled cats
in Section 6 over the years.
I was one of the early breeders of the Oriental
Bicolour in this country and bred the first IMP GR
PR.
It took me a further 7 years to produce the
Longhair version and he was the first IMP GR CH.
OLH Bicolour to gain that title.
In 1999 I qualified as a judge of Siamese followed
by Orientals and Balinese.
I have since added British, Persian & Exotics,
Maine Coons and Burmese to my resume, and am
an FJP on several other lists. I often judge
Olympian classes - which I love doing.

MS MICHELE CLARE
Michele registered her prefix,
Starshadow, in 1981, breeding and
showing Burmese.
She became a Probationer Judge of
Burmese in 1992, and now judges all the
breeds in Sections 4 and 5, as well
as Nebelung in Section 2, and Siamese,
Orientals and Balinese in Section 6.
Entranced by their beauty, she bought
her first Egyptian Mau in 2000, and now
breeds and shows silvers and smokes.
A busy woman, she also shows her
borzoi hounds, and is a List 4 Judge for
British Dressage!

MRS SHARARA CRICHTON
I started breeding Self Persian cats in 1980 with one
breeding female, and on producing a lovely
tortoiseshell kitten, started showing in 1982 and was
thrilled when she did very well at her first show, and I
was then hooked!
I started to steward for longhair and semi longhair
judges and was then was encouraged to start
judging, which I did in 1994 as a Provisional judge of
Self Persians and later becoming a full judge of all
the Self Persians colours, which had to be done
separately at the time! I then added other breeds
which included the following longhair groups:
Patched (Tortoiseshells, Bicolours, Tricolours) all the
Colourpoints, Exotics, Tabby longhairs, and the
tipped cat groups (smokes, chinchillas and cameos).
Eventually became a Full judge of Birmans,
Norwegian Forest cats, Ragdolls, Siberians, Maine
coons and Full judge (Provisional) of Ragamuffins,
Somalis, Turkish Van and Vankedisi.

MRS SUE DALTON-HOBBS
Well! I have been in the GCCF pre Facebook, Instagram & Tik Tok etc
and indeed any social media! I have had cats all my life and mostly
ginger or ginger and white, so when I got my first pedigree cat it was a
red British. I have been in the Cat Fancy in one way or another since
around 1989/90. I breed British shorthairs, and Bi Colours are my
thing! Particularly cream and white as they are big teddy ice-cream
cornets J
I have been judging, starting as a probationer as we used to call them
back in 1996 I think from memory! I now Judge in all 6 sections that
are made up of Breed Groups within the GCCF.
I have moved with the digital times we now live in and have my own
Facebook, Instagram and Tik Tok accounts and I am very digitally
minded. I am on the committee of the Southern British Shorthair and created their new website and
Facebook/Instagram pages and manage them for the committee. I am also on the Committee of
the South West British Shorthair and manage theirs too, and am their Delegate to Council.
Work wise I have been in Digital Marketing & Client Account Management for the last few years.
I was honoured to be elected at Council earlier this year on the GCCF Board of Directors and am
the Lead on the rejuvenated Marketing Group.
Other pastimes include, creative cooking and I am trying to get back on a horse, hope my back
holds out!
Now the cat shows are coming back I wish everyone a happy and successful show career!

MR ROSS DAVIES
Ross has been breeding and showing
cats since 2004, his prefix is
Burnthwaites.
He became a Siamese judge in 2014 and
has since qualified as a Balinese,
Oriental and Maine Coon judge.
He is an active member of the cat fancy
and is on various cat club committees
and sits on both the Oriental and also the
Siamese Breed Advisory Committee.
He is also a show manager for the Trans
Pennine Oriental & Siamese Cat Club
and also the Siamese Cat Association.

MRS SARNDRA DEVEREUX
I’ve been owned by Burmese since 1981, and over the years
joined by Siamese, Somalis, Orientals & Devon Rex.
My first breeding Burmese was a lovely brown tortie, Mikatz
Lizzie Mintdrops. A little later Lizzie was joined by lilac,
Bambino Candy Floss and blue, Ethereal Delicata. All the
Burmese & Asians I have today still go back to these three
cats.
In 1988 I bred my first Asian litter, a first generation mating
between chinchilla, Ch Clicquot Kubilai Khan & Ch Ethereal
Delicata which produced a litter of five boys. I kept Rainsong
Tundra Tiger who started me off on the road to breeding
Asians as “Burmese in different colours & coat patterns”.
In 1993 I won the overall CATS/Whiskers Breeder of the Year competition, an achievement to this
day I’m really proud of.
I became a full judge of Burmese & Asians in 1998. Since then I have gained full judge status for
fourteen other breeds, I judge in Sections 1,2,4,5 & 6 and am an Olympian judge.

MRS ROSEMARY FISHER
I bought my first pedigree cat in 1974 from
Louvane Stevenson, she was a Chinchilla Persian
called Brylou Moonstone, and bred my first litter in
1975; I have bred Chinchillas continuously since
that time.
I also began breeding Exotics in 1982, and have
bred all colours and patterns with the exception of
Colourpoint, my favourites being Silver Tabby and
Silver Tipped which I still breed and show.
I became a judge of Chinchillas initially in 1985 (at
that time you went onto one colour of Persian at a
time), and I now judge in Sections 1,2,3,4 and 5.

MRS JOYCE GREEN
Became Involved in cat fancy in 1972. Bred
and successfully showed Burmese under the
prefix Artemis.
Was A Show Manager jointly with my husband
for several periods between the mid 1970s and
year 2000
I was also a member of the Executive
Committee and later the Board of Governing
Council.
Became a judge of Burmese in 1979 and later
invited to judge Cornish Rex.
At present I judge everything in Section 1, 2, 4
and 5 and Group 2 from Section 3.

MR JOHN HANSSON
As this is only intended as a resume about myself as a judge
it is intentionally very brief, I was until Helen Marriott-Power
joined me the only GCCF All-Breed Judge, as such I am full in
All Breeds and judge in All sections.
My GCCF prefix is PANNADULOA which is an anagram of my
twin daughters names. Under my prefix possibly my main
claim to fame would be breeding and showing Supreme
Grand Champion & UK Grand Premier Pannaduloa Blazer,
who was the youngest Supreme Grand Champion winner of
any breed which he won in in 1986, some 36 years later, he
still holds that distinction.
Blazer was also the 1st Male Siamese Male UK Gr Pr Winner,
he returned to the Supreme as a neuter and was Best of
variety Siamese Neuter in 1988 becoming the first Siamese
neuter to attain UK status the following year. 2 female Neuters
were the first Siamese neuter holders of the status.
I also bred Orientals mainly Silver Series, prior to them gaining championship status and also
Cornish Rex.
As an All-Breed judge I have judged for many organisations, in over 40 different countries,
including China, Russia, Australia, South Africa, New Zealand, Ukraine, Kazakhstan and many
others closer to home. I have also been involved with the GCCF Supreme show for a
number of years, being the event coordinator in the latter years.

MRS JENNY JONES
I’m Jenny and I live in West Sussex near a
village called Storrington. I judge Section 6 cats,
Siamese and Orientals and have been a Full
Judge for over 20 years.
I first had Siamese as pets when we first got
married then later I bought a queen and bred
some litters some of which I showed and found I
enjoyed my show days and meeting like minded
people. I started stewarding and after some
years decided to join the scheme to try to
become a judge which I managed to do and have
loved this as a hobby since then. I also did
Siamese rescue and rehoming for many years for
one of the Siamese breed clubs.
Siamese and Orientals are beautiful, intelligent, loving and demanding and I hope I will never be
without one, they are such a special breed, I find the most difficult times are when I lose one, they
certainly don’t live as long these days, one of my first Siamese Wiggy died just before his 20th
birthday. These days this age would be most unusual and I worry that they have become inbred
and are not as healthy, although I know many breeders are trying to address this by buying in from
abroad.
Do come and say hello if you see me at shows, as long as I am not judging I love a chat!

MRS CATHERINE KAYE
My first Russian was bought at a cat show
in 1972 (I wanted a Chocolate point
Siamese!). We showed Irish Setters and
Springer Spaniels at the time so it
seemed silly not to have a go with “Stazo”
- little did I realise then what it would lead
to. Within a year Stazo joined by two
young girls and, as they say, “the rest is
history”. We no longer have a dog…….
I still actively breed Russian Blues
alongside of Russian Blacks and Russian
Whites. I was a founder breeder of British Colourpointed cats and, a little-known fact, bred a litter of
Chinchilla’s – too much hard work and hair involved with them for more than the one litter!
I was soon coerced into sitting on RBBA and SHCS committees; began to steward, finally deciding to
try my hand at judging in 1992. I judge within Sections 3 (Full on all breeds), 4 (Full on 12, FJ(P)on
the remaining 3 breeds) and FJ on Australian Mists and Suffolk’s in Section 5 plus Nebelung’s in
Section 2……
Over the years I have gradually become more and more immersed in the cat fancy working within
BAC’s/clubs/Board/review groups but I wouldn’t change a thing!

MRS PERRI MANSARAY
I have been involved in the Cat Fancy since 1975 when I first
started to show a tabby and white household pet. This gave me
the showing “bug” and I got my first pedigree cats in 1980, a blue
Balinese, who became the first titled Balinese to
get the title of Pr, and a brown tortie Burmese called Dollymixture,
bred by Ronnie Brooks, who became a Gr Pr. As a young
teenager in those days with Ronnie and Joyce Green being my
fairly near neighbours, I used to steward on occasion for them,
and knew I wanted to be a judge in the future. I learnt so much
from them and they kindly gave me a solid knowledge of judging
experience. I had my first pedigree litter of Siamese in 1982. I
then obtained my first red Burmese boy from Barbara Boizard-Neil – Gr Pr Bambino Cherokee
Chief, and he became the youngest red Burmese to gain the title at 14 months of age in 1990! I
registered my breeding prefix in 1994 – ‘Irrep’ (which is my name backwards!) I bred my first
Burmese foundation queen – Ch Irrep Something Special who was out of Maria Chapman-Beer’s
gorgeous red boy – Solar Flair. I also bred my red Burmese stud boy – IGr Ch Irrep Mzamo, who
was the first red Burmese to gain the title and the first red to gain an Olympian Certificate.
I bred my first Asian litter in 2014 and kept a black ticked boy – my beloved Bobby – who is now an
Olympian Silver IGr Ch. He is my soul mate and such a joy to show ☺.
I judge in Sections 4, 5 & 6, and am a PJ in section 3. I love my judging engagements, and I also
enjoy exhibiting my cats, including my young Bombay boy that I bred in lockdown, and Rudi my
Asian Self Red, who are now both Grand Champions. I am now also owned by 3 British shorthairs!
I am also Chairman of the East Sussex Cat Club, and the Bombay and Asian Cat Club.

MR GERALD MARTIN
I entered the cat fancy in 1975 and have
bred/shown Persians and Exotics.
I became a GCCF judge in 1987 and judge on
Sections 1, 2 and 5.
I can't remember life without a least 1 cat and
now live with six - 2 Maine Coons, 3 Orientals
and 1 Persian.

MRS LINDA MARTIN
I joined the Cat Fancy in 1972, breeding and
showing LHs, self, silvers, smokes and tabbies,
later venturing into Exotics.
I became a GCCF Judge in 1990 and judge in
Sections 1,2,4,5 and 6.
I live with one husband and six cats, including
Maine Coons, Orientals and one patient LH!

MR ED MERCHANT
I bought my first Pedigree cat in 1985 or thereabouts, from Celia
De Martino. Sadly, Celia recently passed away and left a huge gap
on the Cat World, and also my life. I have continued to breed and
show Cameos until today and recently have been successful in
producing the very rare Shell Cameo colour.
The very first cat show I attended was the Yorkshire County then
held in Huddersfield. It was a great thrill to be awarded 1st and
BOB for Soopurrkits Phillipa, who will never be forgotten. My
interest in stewarding and judging began about 5years after my first
show and it took a number of years for me to become a full judge
of Cameo Pewter and Smoke Persians. My training came from a
great number of judges some whom have since passed on. Jean
Hogan, Doreen Hoyle, Des Leigh, Jean and Tony Gillson, Betty
Shingleton, Celia De Martino, Royston Barraclough, Eric WickhamRuffle, Rosemary Fisher, Gerald and Linda Martin and many others, not forgetting the many breeders
and exhibitors who have passed on their knowledge.
I am currently a full judge of the Persian and Exotic group(s) as well as the Maine Coons, Norwegian
Forest and Turkish Van semi LHs.
Advancing years have reduced my health capacity requiring me to take a break from Judging for a
couple of years, however it is quite likely I will be seen out and about again with my husband Francis
as my Steward. We will not only be judging but also showing our own Cameo Persians, and
hopefully improving and producing the extremely rare Shell Cameos.

MRS LESLEY MILES
I was born with two cats in my life. One that adored my mother but
as soon as I was born, he left to live with two elderly spinsters who
fed him although my mother had asked them not to. He didn’t want
to be ‘second best’ so I never met him.
The second cat was a long haired black moggie called Snooky.
We became ‘blood brothers’ after he scratched me and drew blood
when I was just two years old.
Cats and dogs have always been part of my life, growing up but it
wasn’t until I got married that I had a cat completely of my own.
We had an amazing boy who unfortunately got run over on his first
birthday, from that moment on, I wowed that we would move to the
country, right off a road, so that my cats would hopefully would
have some freedom and would be safe.
In 1984 I bought my first british shorthaired cat, a british blue who I
started to show and then breed from. She was closely followed by a silver tabby bred by the very
well known judge Celia Leighton whose prefix was Porteous.
I gained my prefix of Tufton in 1985. Celia encouraged me to become a judge and in 1990 I
became a full judge of British Shorthairs and I then went on to own and breed Exotic Shorthairs
which were my ‘second love.’ I became a full judge of this breed in 2017.

MRS SANDRA MOORE
My love of anything and everything feline has
been with me from my earliest memories, our
first venture into the world of the pedigree was
well over forty years ago when my son saw a
picture of a Birman (The Sacred Cat of Burma)
in a magazine, the rest as they say is history!
I started breeding and showing under my
‘SANDRIANA’ prefix in the early 80’s, and
started judging in 1988 and have enjoyed
every minute, I judge in sections 1 & 2 and am
currently on the British Shorthair Scheme.
I have always felt it is a privilege being able to
handle and judge the cats, and of course the
shows are the perfect place to meet up with
friends old and new for a good old chat 

MRS BARBARA PROWSE
My prefix is Supurrnova.
I have been breeding for 30 years and judging
for over 20 years. I have bred Persians, Exotics
and now breed Burmese. I still show and breed.
I judge in Section 1, Section 2, Section 3,
Section 5 and Section 6.
I was a Show Manager for many years for both
All Breed and Breed shows.
I was a delegate for Council and am on the
Disciplinary Committee at the moment, a
position I have held for quite a few years.
I still enjoy breeding and judging and feel that I
am very approachable to exhibitors and will
discuss their cats with them.

MR DAVID REDTFELDT
I got my first Birman in 1976 and my prefix, “Belleview” in 1977, and
went to my first GCCF Show (KK&N) in 1977. Our first litter was born
in 1978 and contained our first Champion. I continued to breed
Birmans for 9 years, and Persians for 6. At the Suffolk & Norfolk Show
in 1983, under the judge Jean Crockart, my Ch Belleview Francesca
(Seal Pt.), become the first GCCF Grand Champion Birman female in
the UK. A very special day, indeed!!!
I became a probationer judge of Birmans in 1985, then Turkish Vans in
1987. Then I did the 5 Persian Groups, and the breeds in the Semi-LH
Section all through the 1990s. Plus Russian Blues, Singapuras,
Bengals, and Egyptian Maus in the Foreign SH Section.
We moved back to the USA in 2002, but I continued to come over to
judge GCCF Shows. I joined ACFA (American Cat Fanciers
Association) in 2007, as a guest judge, judging all breeds. I became an ACFA All breed judge in
2009. Judging for ACFA took me to all nine regions in the USA, 6 Provinces in Canada, and twice to
judge in Australia (2018 & 2019). In 2020 I had the greatest longing to return to GCCF, as a judge.
Thanks to friends and 9 BACs, I got back 9 breeds in Sections 1, 2 and 4. This was all approved by
Council at the 13 March meeting in 2021. I was back home again, and thrilled to be so!!!
I have just been made a probationer judge of British SH and Manx, & Burmese. I plan to come over
to judge 3 or 4 times a year, to meet all the requirements for both BACs. I have always loved being a
part of GCCF, and we were blessed to live in England for 31 years. I love the challenge of judging,
and handling the many breeds that I judge. I look forward to seeing “old” friends, and new ones!

MRS JACKIE REED
I am a Section 6 Breed judge having been
appointed as a PJ of siamese, balinese and
orientals in the mid and late 1990’s. This was at a
time the breeds were split and orientals were
classified as self and non-self.
I was promoted to full judge of Siamese in 1996,
on Balinese in 1997 and then for oriental longhair
and non-self in 2003 and the following year to
oriental self.
My prefix, Johpas, was granted in 1973 and my
love was for the red series. I have 85 titled cats
(GCCF and overseas) and I am proud to leave a
legacy behind in todays red series siamese.
I am the Chairman of Red Point & Tortie Point
Siamese Cat Club and secretary to Oriental
Bicolour Group.

MRS LYNNE STUDER
I’m Lynne and I've been a judge for over 20
years, in the Siamese & Oriental section.
I first started breeding when I was pregnant with
my daughter way back in the 1970s.
I've bred many Champions, Grand champions
and Imperials. Also, other than breeding
Siamese I've bred OLH Orientals and also the
first Oriental to win a Gold in the Olympian.
I've had studs that have been fortunate to sire
many winning cats. I still breed in a small way
under the prefix MYLYNN.
I really love my hobby of many years, and
always there if anyone needs help about
showing or breeding.

MRS SALLY TOKENS
I first started showing my non pedigree cat at the National in the
Blue Peter classes back in 1974. I was bitten by the bug and then
started looking at all the different Pedigree cats. The choice for
me was between a Persian and a Birman, my destiny would be
which of my chosen breeders would have a kitten available first.
Norah Woodifield (breeder and judge often known as Miss Candy
Floss due to her pink hair) contacted me first with a delightful
Tortie and White Persian kitten called Pathfinders Bracelet in
1981. I started breeding in 1983 under the prefix SAKETO.
I have been a very active member of the Cat Fancy, one of the
original committee of the Cambridgeshire Cat Club for their
inaugural show in 1989, this was in the days when we had to have Sanction and Exemption shows
before becoming Championship status. I then became joint Show Manager in 1995 for their first
Championship show. I am still their current Show Manager along with managing several other
shows throughout the year. I also serve on BAC’s as well as judging. I became a Probationer Judge
on the Persian Tortie & White and Bi Colour list in 1996 (those were the days when you had to work
through the Tipped, Colourpoint, Self and Tabby individually). I became very interested in other
breeds and wanted to learn as much as I could about them. I am a full judge of Sections 1, 2, 5 & 6
with just one breed to complete my expertise in each of the Sections 3 and 4, in order to become an
all-breed GCCF judge.
My hobbies include spending time with my family, horse riding and holidays.

MRS LINDA VOUSDEN
Although I bred GCCF-registered Siamese back
in 1978, it wasn’t until I bred my first Tonkinese
in 1991 that I became fully involved with the Cat
Fancy.
My prefix is Mymystic.
I became immersed in the work to gain full UK
recognition for the Tonkinese. I’ve served on
both the Tonkinese Breed Club and Tonkinese
Breed Advisory Committees since 1993, and
written four internationally sold books on
the breed.
It was a logical step to become a GCCF
Tonkinese judge. Since then I have become a
Full judge of other breeds in Sections 4 & 5 and
I continue as a Pupil Judge for more breeds.

MRS LINDA WALPOLE
I bought my first Siamese from Mrs Denny in
1974, I wasn’t too involved in showing at that
time.
I registered my prefix Harlyndon, in 1977, and
when I got my first BSH in 1979 became more
involved in the show scene.
I became a full judge of BSH in 1990, went on
to Orientals, and later in 2010 after becoming a
PJ, started breeding and showing Burmese,
and became a full judge of the breed soon
after.
I am currently eligible to judge in sections 3, 4,
5 and 6.

MRS JULIE WILKINSON
I have been a full judge in Section 1 since the
early 1990’s, and throughout that time have
shown many cats to the highest title levels of their
time.
I still serve on many Comittees, and am also
actively involved in the Persian BAC.
I have been a fully qualified GCCF Show
Manager for many years, and currently run the
Three Counties & Wessex Joint Shows in the
South.
When not judging, I can be seen out and about at
shows with my beautiful Red Colourpoint Persian
boy Yoda (Cushka A Jedi I Am). I always help on
table whether I’m exhibiting or after I’ve finished
judging, because as a Show Manager I
understand that magic fairies are difficult to come
by, and that it’s the human helpers that are
needed for shows to continue ! 

MRS JANET WILLIAMS
I started showing in earnest in 2008, with my young silver
Egyptian Mau Jasmin. I had seen the Maus at the
Supreme show a couple of years before this and I was
smitten. In 2009 I started stewarding, most often for my
friend Claire Lewis. A few years later, I decided to join the
stewarding scheme and I qualified as a GCCF steward in
2014.
The next year I took a very big step and joined the
Egyptian Mau Judge appointment scheme. After a further
year of stewarding, I was accepted as a probationer
judge in 2015, and I then started judging Maus in 2016. In
2017 I qualified as a full Mau judge.
Since then, I have qualified in section 4 as a full judge on
Bengals, Abyssinians, Toygers and Sokokes. I am
currently learning (as a PJ) Russians, Korat & Thais,
Ocicats & Aztecs. I am hoping to venture very soon into
Section 5 as a Tonkinese PJ. It has been hard work getting established as a judge, but the rewards
make it worthwhile.
In the last few years I have also ventured into breeding, and I have since bred 2 litters of Bronze
Egyptian Maus.

MRS SANDRA WOODLEY
I’m Sandra and I live with my partner Julio in a little village
near Wokingham. So how did I get into this crazy world of
cats? I bred and showed Afghan Hounds for many years,
and really wasn’t interested in the cat show scene at all, but
after losing our last moggy a gorgeous black half Burmese,
Honey on the road I swore no more cats. I lasted six months
and missed that small furry presence, and had loved Honeys
temperament so much that I really wanted another Burmese.
My Christmas present that year was a gorgeous brown
Burmese girl, and her breeder encouraged me to show her
and that was just the beginning. She didn’t really like
showing but did give me some beautiful kittens that did quite
well on the bench, and a friend said I should start judging. By
then I had bred a litter of Asians who did phenomenally well
(one winning Best of Variety Foreign neuter at the Supreme) so I started my journey through the
stewarding scheme and onto the judging one.
I worked my way through the GCCF judging scheme for both Burmese and Asians and was
hooked! Here we are many years later, and I am now a full judge on nearly all of the cats in
Section 4 and am an FJP on Abyssinians, Aztecs & Ocicats, La Perms and Snowshoes and all
of section 5. I feel it’s a great honour to judge as both exhibitors and their cats are putting great
trust in you, but its fun as well getting all those kitty cuddles 

